
Without capital punishment (the death penalty) our lives are less secure and crimes of 
violence increase. Capital punishment is essential to control violence in society. To what 
extent do you agree or disagree to this opinion?

The requirement of having a more secure globe is becoming more sensible in today's life. 
Severe crimes are happening every day suffering hurting the victims whether financially or 
physically. To prevent and decrease the offences, official punishments like execution has 
have been passed, but it this is not sufficient. 

Control lose loss has caused lots of death or body impairments in car accidents, street fights 
or even business troubles. Even though imposing capital punishments on these sorts of 
happenings leads to more cautiousness, it has not reduced their occurrence. Indeed, the 
attitude of "the more punishment, the less crimes" is only true about trivial offences. Even in 
a socially developed and safe community, people do not commit crimes due to higher levels 
of awareness, not the deadly consequences like death penalty.  

In other words, although the fear of crimes' tragic outcome, although can be a way of their 
prevention, it is not the definite solution. Enhancing knowledge, life style and welfare have 
the most striking effects on society's security in all aspects. Eradicating destitution and 
illiteracy are two major contributors to achieving this goal. In countries of excellent 
education and social welfare, people enjoy their living and are not concerned about their 
primitive needs of life, so they live in tranquility and peace, while in poor conditioned 
nations, committing crimes seems the only way of survival, no matter how severe would be 
the punishment.

  To sum up, that capital punishment can induce fewer offences is an unindisputable fact, but 
it is not the mere/sole and most effective approach. In other words, increment raising public 
the society's members' awareness and providing life facilities are priorities to achieve the 
purpose of having a safer society. 


